This paper presents new results on adaptive nonlinear control using wavelet basis functions. First, it considers how to deal effectively with a potentially infinite number of unknown parameters, rather than using a priori truncations of wavelet expansions. This is done by constructing formally an ideal "infinite" controller, able to manage infinitely many unknown parameters in a convergent fashion, and only then designing a way to approximate its behavior with a finite controller. Besides being theoretically satisfying, the existence of such a consistent underlying infinite controller is easy to guarantee in practice and considerably improves convergence properties in the high frequency range of the unknown function. The paper also shows the advantages of specific multiresolution analysis wavelets over the "Mexican hat"-type wavelet frames now commonly used in control and learning applications. Finally, it discusses several possible constructions in the multidimensional case, and their properties.
Introduction
Adaptive control has been widely developed to cope with nonlinear plants with partially unknown behavior, and standard techniques can provide stable online adaptation to a finite number of unknown physical parameters (e.g., inertias or lengths). However, such approaches still require significant prior knowledge of the plant, and so there has been active research aimed at developing control techniques that would directly adapt to the whole system dynamics or to its unknown unparameterized components (see, e.g., [4] for a recent survey)
Wavelet networks are especially well suited for such function learning tasks, and the problem of adapting to an unknown dynamics can be replaced by that of adapting to the coefficients of its expansion in a wavelet base or a wavelet frame (e.g., [l] , [8] ), although the number of such coefficients can potentially be infinite. This paper derives a number of new technical results in this context.
In section 1, we focus on the design of the wavelets themselves, and show the advantages of particular multiresolution wavelet systems over functions commonly used "by default" in control applications, such as Mexican hat wavelets. In section 2, we discuss and compare several ways to design multidimensional wavelet representations. Section 3 describes the derivation of an ideal "infinite" adaptive controller, able to manage infinitely many unknown wavelet coefficients in a convergent fashion, and quantifies how its performance can be approximated by finite wavelet expansions.
Function approximation framework
Approximation of a function is mostly done by expanding this function over a basis, or more generally over any kind of family. Several such families have been used, like Fourier expansions, radial basis functions, Gaussian functions [7] , and most lately wavelet families. Wavelets combine different advantages, like allowing inexpensive high accuracy approximation and low computational costs, and are therefore already massively used for signal and image compression [6] .
Wavelets
Any function with some zero moments1 can be considered as a possible mother wavelet for a wavelet frame [3] . Given a function w(z) (e.g. the Mexican hat wavelet: w(z) = d2/dx2e-x2, used in [l] , [8] ), the family wjk(x) = 23'/2w(2jz -LA) for some step size A E Iw can be proven to be a frame of L2(R).
We will say that a wavelet basis is just a basis (wjk)jkEz that ha5 that dyadic structure (1)
N ( j ) is a normalization factor that will depend on the underlying topology.
Advantages of a wavelet structure The only expansion method that can compete with wavelets in
terms of completeness and fast error decay is the complex exponential basis2. Advantages of the wavelet basis structure are of several kinds: bases. Simple criteria are used to check whether the resulting families are orthogonal or interpolating, and to bound the decay rate of the expansion coefficients, and thus of the truncation error.
Compression abilities
We will see that the minimal redundancy of the base is an advantage over a more general frame, since the approximation process in adaptive learning is usually closer to a gradient method (which is of low effectiveness in exploiting redundancy) than to matching pursuit (where redundancy is sought and thus frames are desirable).
2Note for instance that Taylor expansions and fixed-grid Spline expansions are not complete representations.
Mother wavelet expansion
Most wavelet families are typically bases of L2 (R).
Given a mother wavelet $, the wavelet base is
where the right hand infinite sum converges in an L2(R) sense. More precisely, as J and K both go .to +w.
However, since the wavelets have a zero mean, truncations of such expansion approximate nonzero mean functions very poorly. To go around this problem, we will approximate separately the low frequency content of the function f witlh father wavelets.
Father and mother wavelet expansion
Multiresolution analysis theory provides an extra "fa- The left hand sum represents the low frequency content of function f and the right hand sum the high frequency content. Such expansions are much sparser as the former ones, and can represent nonzero integral functions in a more natural way.
Multiresolution theory also provides a convenient way to compute dual wavelets 4 and 4 such that3
The two following theorems, whose proofs can be found in the appendix, show that such expansion can approximate any continuous function, and give an estimate of the error decay depending on the function smoothness. 
3The dual normali~ati~on factor to define f j j k = f i ( j ) f j ( 2 3 z -k ) and ? j j k = f i ( j ) 4 ( 2 3 z -k ) is g ( j ) = 2 3 / N ( j ) . The inner product < f , g > is defined as < f , g >= &f(s)g(z)dz. Remark. These theorems can be extended to higher dimensions quite simply. The resulting formulae grow significantly. An example can be given for dimension 2, where truncation error is bounded by for some M depending on the wavelet shape and on the derivation order d.
Different kinds of multiresolutions
There exists many different kinds of multiresolutions, with two mainly used cases: orthogonal and interpolating multiresolutions. Orthogonality of a wavelet family speaks for itself, while for interpolating multiresolutions, the father wavelet is an interpolation function. The most known orthogonal wavelets are Daubechies wavelets, and the most common interpolating ones are Deslauriers-Dubuc wavelets. Some advantage of the latter are symmetry, higher smoothness, and a quite simple restriction to a finite interval. However, orthogonal wavelets are more natural when quadratic error metrics are used, since they then correspond t o Lz or Sobolev error metrics.
Deslauriers and Dubuc designed a dyadic refinement scheme t o build a smooth interpolating function from a sequence of regularly spaced samples. Such interpolation processes are equivalent to building an in-
where qb is the Deslauriers-Dubuc interpolating father wavelet. This function is compactly supported and matches a two-scale refinement equation
and can therefore be used as a starting point to build a multiresolution analysis. Such interpolation scheme and function can have various support size and shape, depending on an integer parameter p .
Donoho suggested to define as a mother wavelet 4 ( x ) = 4 ( 2 x -1). Unlike other wavelet families, the mother wavelet has exactly the same shape as the father wavelet, except for that it is compressed by a factor of two. Moreover, it does not have a zero integral.
For interpolation wavelets, the most natural normalization factor is just N(j) = 1 (and thus fi(j) = 2 j ) .
Remark. The dual wavelet family is not in &(R).
The dual father wavelet is and the dual mother wavelet
The dual wavelets are compactly supported-Radon measures, and inner products < J j k , f > Or < $ j k , f > only make sense if f is continuous. Thanks to theorem 1, this wavelet family can be considered as a basis of the locally convex vector space of continuous functions defined over R, whose dual vector space happens to be the set of compactly supported Radon measures. We will also note from now the father wavelet $J' = 4 and the mother wavelet = $, to have simpler higher dimension expressions.
Standard tensor product:
Given a basis % = (bk : k E K } for a functional vector space on R, a straightforward way to build a basis for functions over Rz consists in taking tensor products
This construction can be used for any kind of bases, and extension to higher dimensions or number of bases is straightforward. where ~i E (0, l} and C E~ 2 1.
Homogeneous tensor product: Given

Comparison:
Both constructions have quite different properties. Grouping variables of an unknown function with the latter construction implies assuming similar characteristic scales according to those variables. This can happen for physical variables of the same kind (two lengths, two velocities in z and y). The former construction on the contrary does not imply such an assumption, but it can be used to group variables with different units.
Moreover, both construction can be combined to first group variables of the same kind and then group all variables together to make up the approximation space for our unknown function.
Vector valued functions
Without any a priori information, learning a vector Valued function consists in learning all vector coordinate functions separately. Some more physical approaches can be done, if we suspect that the unknown vector field is a gradient field or can be very well approximated by such a field.
As an example, if we know that the vector field we are trying to learn is a gradient field, we can use as a wavelet family the gradients of a basis of scalar valued wavelets. This will allow to estimate in parallel the underlying potential field.
Control and Adaptation
In this section, we consider the standard problem of controlling the dynamical system defined as
where f is an unknown function. The measurable state is supposed to be (2,. . . , dn-')). 
Non adaptive case
If f is known, then. a control law is easily derivable.
Defining
(4)
Jn-1)
we can see from ( 5 ) that zp) can be computed from the state (2, i, . . . , , d n -l ) ) and the desired trajectory. ,
ensures, according to (4) i' = -kDs thus s -+ 0 and 2 -+ 0. Convergence to 0 is exponential.
Adaptive casie
If we assume we can expand our unknown function over a basis ( 
Equation (6) proves uniform global stability of the system, and uniform continuity of s2. A standard result is then that uniform continuity of s2 implies thanks to Barbalat's lemma that s converges to 0. However, no bound on the convergence speed can be given without any further assumptions.
Case of infinite IK index set
Let us first assume we can deal with infinite sequences and compute infinite sums. We will still have to ensure that those infinite sums converge. To simplify our discussion, we assume that our gain matrices r are always diagonal and positive definite. We will note our wavelet indices ( j , k ) in a condensed way "K". Note that the support of the finite expansions cb can be time-varying and managed in a similar way to [8] since the value of V is only affected by the set of non-zero values in the vector E. Also, A can vary accordingly as in [9] . As compared to previous work, existence of this infinite model Lyapunov functions also turns out to enhance significantly the high frequency behavior of the learning algorithm.
Conclusion
As compared to previous work, this paper relies on a model of a controller able to stably handle infinitely many parameters, whose behavior we then approximate with a finite size controller. It also goes further into the specific design of wavelets, and into higher dimension function approximation. Finally, pointwise convergence bounds on the expansion allow us to obtain a stronger convergence result on the tracking error. 
